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The W boson mass and width measurements

P.Athron, A.Fowlie, C.T.Lu., L.Wu, Y.C.Wu, B.Zhu

How does the W 
mass from CDF-II 
affect other 
electrowek 
precision 
observables ?

~ 7σ



The updatedc EW fits after the  
CDF-II W mass measurement

C.T.Lu., L.Wu, Y.C.Wu, B.Zhu



Fine-structure constant



Muon g-2 excess from BNL and FNAL

Are lattice calculations consistent 
with the SM value ?



The SM contributions to muon g-2

Time-like :



What is common for W mass and muon g-2 ?  

W mass : 

Muon g-2 : 



How many ways to determine             and           ?

Lattice QCD Electroweak fits

Yes Partial 
(only the results 
from low energy 
regions are reported 
from BMWc !)

Yes

Yes Yes No 
(the assumption of 
transformation is 
needed !)
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The relation between             (       ) and  



EW fits table of the W mass and muon g-2  





The key observation

We demonstrate that the two anomalies pull the hadronic contributions in opposite 
directions by performing electroweak fits in which the hadronic contribution was allowed to 
float. 

The fits show that including the g−2 measurement worsens the tension with the CDF 
measurement and conversely that adjustments that alleviate the CDF tension worsen the 
g−2 tension beyond 5σ.
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The singlet-triplet scalar leptoquark model
1. We consider the singlet-triplet scalar leptoquark(LQ) mdoel to explain the muon g-2 and 

W boson mass. 
2. The quantum numbers of the singlet and triplet scalar LQ are defined as 

3. The relevant Lagrangian terms include

*Although a coupling between        and the LH lepton and quark fileds is allowed, we don’t cosider it here.  



1. We The mixing between interaction eigenstates allows the physical mass eigenstates to 
have both LH and RH couplings to muons and induces chirality flipping enhancements 
in the one-loop muon g-2 corrections. 

2. Two scalar LQs with Q = ⅓ can mix through the mixing interaction after EWSB

such mass splitting can generate an extra contribution to the T parameter and provide 
the shift in W mass from the SM predictuion. 

arXiv: 2204.09031



The singlet-triplet scalar leptoquark model
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Conclusions
1. We show that the W mass and muon g-2 anomalies pull the hadronic 

contributions in opposite directions, the new CDF W mass measurement 
indirectly increases the deviation in muon g-2. 

2. The singlet-triplet scalar leptoquark model can simultaneously explain both W 
mass and muon g-2 anomalies. 

3. The results point to new physics that has large chirality flipping enhancements 
in the one-loop diagrams for muon g−2 and significant BSM contributions to 
the oblique T parameter that can be given through custodial symmetry 
violation.





Back up



The time-like and space-like master formulae for             and 

1. Time-like : Using for                               data calculations 

2. Space-like : Using for lattice QCD calculations



The problem to compare             form data-driven and lattice QCD

1. The           is calculated at the scale MZ for five quark flavors from data-driven 
method with  

2. However, we don’t have enough informaiton for           from lattice QCD side.
 

KNT, DHMZ

For example, 
using the whole energy range project [proj(∞)] : 



The 3rd way to extract            : Global Electrowek Fits

Then, how to transform the information between           and           ?
Here we consider the whole energy range projection.   

GFitter
P.Athron, A.Fowlie, C.T.Lu., L.Wu, Y.C.Wu, B.Zhu



Three various projections between             and           

1. According to Crivellin:2020zul, there are three different hypotheses for the projection between 

                         and               :           

(Hypothesis : The part above the upper energy threshold is the same as data driven one and the uniform 
scaling is applied.)

2. Open questions : (1) Which projection should be preferred ? 

                                  (The low energy projection agrees better with BMWc restuls.)   

                                      (2) Can we go beyond the uniform scaling (energy independent) hypothesis ?

(1) Low energy for the sum of exclusive channels : 
(2) Energy below the perturbative contributions : 
(3) The whole energy range :  



Using Global EW Fits to extract            : Low energy projection

For the case of low energy projection,             is shrunk, but            is enlarged 
after the transformation compared with the whole energy range projection.    

GFitterP.Athron, A.Fowlie, C.T.Lu., L.Wu, Y.C.Wu, B.Zhu


